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EXHIBIT 6 

https://newfoodeconomy.org/ocean-acidification-oysters-dungeness-crabs/  

 

The ocean is changing faster than it has in the last 66 million years. Now, Oregon oysters are 
being farmed in Hawaii. That fix won't work forever. 
 
November 28th, 2017 
by H. Claire Brown 
 

A little more than ten years ago, a mysterious epidemic wiped out baby oyster populations. It 

started in 2006, when Whiskey Creek shellfish hatchery in Oregon lost 80 percent of its cultured 
larvae. Around the same time, 200 miles north in Washington, Taylor Shellfish saw similarly high 
mortality rates. And oysters in the wild weren’t faring much better: Oystermen who usually 
sourced larvae from Washington’s Willapa Bay, one of the largest natural oyster-producing 
estuaries in the country, weren’t finding enough stock to seed their beds. 
 
It wasn’t long before the epidemic migrated to the East 
Coast. In the Gulf of Maine, hatchery owner Bill 
Mook began to notice larval die-offs and slowed growth 
rates following big storms that pumped fresh water into 
his hatchery starting in 2009. Sometimes, the surviving 
organisms were severely deformed. No one knew exactly 
what had gone wrong. 
 
Suspecting bacterial infection or a problem with the feed, 
Whiskey Creek and Taylor Shellfish invested in machines that kill vibrio tubiashii, a bacteria that 
is a common culprit in oyster larvae die-offs. Survival rates didn’t improve. 
 
But after two years of massive losses and no answers, scientists testing the waters discovered 
what was really wrong: the ocean water flowing into the hatcheries had changed, and the 
oysters weren’t able to build their shells. Without shells, they couldn’t survive. 

After two years of 
massive losses, 
scientists discovered 
what was really wrong. 
 

https://newfoodeconomy.org/ocean-acidification-oysters-dungeness-crabs/
https://newfoodeconomy.org/author/h-claire-brown/
https://earthzine.org/2015/05/26/ocean-acidification-a-global-issue-affecting-a-maine-oyster-farm/
https://thinkprogress.org/how-washington-transformed-its-dying-oyster-industry-into-a-climate-success-story-334f5ed3717c/
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Flickr / Oregon State University 

Oyster larvae in normal conditions (left) versus oyster larvae in acidified conditions (right) 

Larval oysters experience a crucial phase in their life cycle where they morph from a form not 
unlike free-floating dust particles into lentil-sized bivalves with the beginnings of a shell. In order 
to start building that shell, the larvae need to use carbonate ions from their surroundings. But 
seemingly all of a sudden, the ocean waters flowing into the hatcheries on the Pacific Coast had 
a lower concentration of carbonate ions than usual, meaning the larvae missed the dust-to-lentil 
growth phase that turns them into tiny oysters. As a result, most of them died. 
 
But why had the carbonate ions dipped in the first place? Researchers discovered that the 
underlying cause was more than a couple years of bad luck or a minor disturbance in tidal 
patterns. In the mid-aughts, a global shift, which had been quietly altering the ocean’s chemistry 
for hundreds of years, had finally washed up on the shores of the Pacific Coast. And oyster 
larvae, some of the most vulnerable, valuable, and closely-monitored creatures in the sea, were 
the first recognized victims of a process that had already started to affect aquatic life across the 
globe: ocean acidification, a climate change-related process that is gradually lowering pH levels 
in the water that covers 97 percent of the earth. 
 
The Whiskey Creek hatchery story made the front page 
of the Seattle Times in 2009. Several years later, in 
2013, the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences 
published a report analyzing the media’s treatment of 
the Whiskey Creek oyster die-offs. In that paper, the 
authors took a look at the relationship between the 
hatcheries, the media, and scientific research. What 
they found was that, at the time of the die-offs, a 
“landmark” paper had already been published by 
researchers at Seattle’s Pacific Marine Environmental 
Library showing that ocean acidification was impacting the Pacific Northwest. Which means 
scientists knew the problem was a real threat, but the public hadn’t yet caught on. It wasn’t the 
authoritative research paper that got people to pay attention.  It was the loss of the seed stock 
for an entire sector of the economy. 

It took a human story 
to get the public and 
local representatives 
to pay attention to the 
problems at hand. 
 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/oregonstateuniversity/8981768782/in/photolist-bLpb92-eFFUWs-5GCmS9-fwrCPP-SdHdPu-ALwjUD-ALwkUp-CxV63e-AsVuxs-AKwYpi-xJ6DnL-5GCmTm-evUSy9-f91doF-66uTXP-Ep5g1h-bLpa2H-Eiaioz-69pYPK
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4132469/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18497259
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The researchers found that it took a human story—a $136 million industry in the United States, 
employing thousands of people, turned on its head—to get the public and local representatives 
to pay attention to the problems at hand. Years of scientific papers couldn’t accomplish what the 
Whiskey Creek story demonstrated in short order: When people’s lives are affected, legislators 
hear about it. Washington’s then-governor Christine Gregoire soon formed a Blue Ribbon Panel 
on Ocean Acidification. The panel made policy recommendations, ultimately positioning 
Washington State as a national leader in ocean acidification research and planning. 
 

 
Flickr / Louisiana Sea Grant College Program Louisiana State University 

Oyster hatcheries raise larvae into seed oysters, pictured above, then sell them to farmers. Once an oyster as 

reached this size, it can survive in acidified conditions 

But despite one state government’s proactive stance on changing seas, ocean acidification-
related problems have continued to creep toward other parts of the seafood industry. And now, 
researchers find themselves racing to grasp the implications of a tangled underwater web that 
includes global warming, ocean acidification, natural seawater patterns, long-term weather 
events like El Niño and La Niña, and changing fishery management practices. 
 
Ocean water has a birth place. It begins as melting ice somewhere in the North Atlantic, where 
the newly-formed cold water sinks to the bottom and floats slowly past the equator. It then falls 
into a rhythm, flowing along the depths and rising to the surface in a global “conveyor belt” that 
has carried water on the same path for millennia. It takes ten thousand years for a droplet to 
make its way to the end of the belt, where it emerges, marked with chemical signposts dating 
further back than written language, off the coast of Washington and Oregon. 
 
 

http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/aquaculture/homepage_stories/18_marine_aquaculture_infographic.html
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/aquaculture/homepage_stories/18_marine_aquaculture_infographic.html
https://www.pmel.noaa.gov/co2/story/Ocean+Acidification+Blue+Ribbon+Panel
https://www.flickr.com/photos/88158121@N00/8413525067/in/photolist-dPtvT2-WUNxFk-VTnrGH-ond44n-8EpiBY-7uc1pd-nVseh1-58guj7-5GCmS9-7fsfWJ-bq2gGm-4FgGAX-8EpjA7-8Em96V-bLpeDn-7u8yRB-dPz9Jo-5cWBrA-2iXAL9-2iTcav-pm3NhR-7u8yGt-nwghJb-dT1H2H-o2qcpz-oZRezX-nKdNgr-awniju-f6ZFCm-66uTXP-4Ut7kG-9EzZEc-aycHfJ-aya1Az-aya1Ka-nKdMXF-o2Hn4e-aycHcY-o2HmGT-aya1DK-9qgbPb-nKeMV2-pzYDRa-bq2jsE-aycHao-iCVQnu-2jBVr9-9EzZGp-bCWe4H-o2Aop1
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As we know, the ocean itself is also changing. It 
absorbs about a quarter of the carbon dioxide that 
humans release into the atmosphere and most of the 
heat from human activities. Scientists have been 
studying the warming ocean for a while—that’s how 
we learned about sea-level rise and coral bleaching—
but until the mid-1990s, no one really understood that 
the chemical content of the ocean was being altered, 
too. 
 
The term “ocean acidification” refers to a change in oceanic pH. Whereas the pH of the ocean 
used to be 8.2, it’s now hovering around 8.1. And even though that doesn’t sound like a big 
difference, pH is measured on a logarithmic scale—which means, for those of us who haven’t 
thought about logs since the SATs, that the ocean is actually about 30 percent more acidic than 
it used to be. It’s expected to hit pH 7.8 by the end of the century. 
 
Here’s another way to look at it: The ocean is currently acidifying faster than it has in the last 66 
million years. 

 
Flickr / Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung Follow 

Water moves between the surface and the ocean floor as it advances along the conveyor belt 

The change in ocean 
water pH levels likely 
has a million different 
effects on marine life. 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/boellstiftung/36615117125/in/photolist-XMy3ER-dvtZHx-XxU2Ef
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It helps to think about pH in human terms. A healthy human body typically has a pH of around 
7.4, and it fluctuates very little. A change of 0.3 or 0.4—the same amount the ocean is expected 
to change by the end of the century—can induce a coma. If body pH rises or falls by 0.5 or 
more, the results are deadly. So while we don’t know exactly what’s happening to the organisms 
that live in the ocean, we know that their environment is changing more rapidly than ever, at 
rates that would cause serious problems for the human body. 
 
(It’s important to note that the ocean isn’t actually going to turn to acid by 2100. Shallin Busch, a 
scientist at NOAA, explains it this way: “The North Pole is a fundamentally cold place, but we 
say that it’s warming. Not that it’s going to get warm, but that it’s warming. So you can say the 
same thing about ocean waters: they’re acidifying or becoming more acidic, but they are not 
acidic themselves.”) 
 
But why did ocean acidification appear in the Pacific Northwest before it showed up in Maine? 
 

As I described, water moves between the surface and 
the ocean floor as it advances along the conveyor belt. 
In the Pacific Northwest, for instance, the water that 
welled up during the summer the oyster larvae were 
dying off had last seen the surface about half a century 
before, north of Hawaii, where it absorbed some of the 
atmospheric carbon being released at that time. So it’s 
not as though the waters off Seattle are just carrying 
carbon emissions from the Amazon headquarters they 

flowed past two days ago—rather, they’re carrying the carbon from all the times they welled up 
to the surface since the Industrial Revolution. “We know that even if all carbon dioxide 
emissions ceased today, the waters off the Pacific Northwest would continue to acidify for at 
least another 50 years, so the train is already coming,” says Busch. 
 
The water in the Pacific near Washington is at the end of the conveyor belt, and because it’s so 
old it contains a lot of carbon dioxide from the natural decomposition of the organisms that have 
been dying in it for thousands of years. So when the added carbon dioxide from human 
emissions is mixed with this already-carbon-rich environment during upwelling events, the 
combination is enough to kill oyster larvae. 

 

The change in ocean 
water pH levels likely 
has a million different 
effects on marine life. 
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Flickr / Louisiana Sea Grant College Program Louisiana State University 

The decrease in concentration of carbonate ions—the change that prevented oysters from building their shells—is 

the most concrete and observable effect of ocean acidification so far 

Here’s another way to think about it: If the waters in a hatchery are normally somewhere around 
pH 8.1, they may dip down to pH 7.8 during annual upwelling events when old, carbon-rich 
water naturally rises to the surface, as happens every summer. But when that old acidic water is 
mixed with new acidic water (the latter being the surface waters impacted by human-released 
carbon dioxide 50 years ago), the combination can nudge the pH down to, say, 7.7. And it’s that 
small added difference that kills oyster larvae. The human-generated carbon nudges the water 
across the threshold. 
 
The change in ocean water pH levels likely has a million different effects on marine life, most of 
which we still know nothing about. The decrease in concentration of carbonate ions—the 
change that prevented oysters from building their shells—is the most concrete and observable 
effect of ocean acidification so far. But scientists and fishermen are now trying to tease out all 
the other, subtler changes. For instance, how a negative impact on one species could affect an 
entire food chain, or whether or not a change in pH can alter a fish’s ability to make decisions. 
The predictions are all over the place—remember that Washington Post story about “super 
crabs” invading the Chesapeake Bay? (Probably not gonna happen.) But research has 
advanced rapidly in the last few years. Here’s what we know now. 
 

Oysters on the West Coast 
 
Once the West Coast hatcheries—which shepherd the 
larvae through the first stage of life before selling them to 
farmers as hardy juveniles—diagnosed the problem, they 
moved quickly to organize a response. The Pacific Coast 
Shellfish Growers Association recommended that NOAA 
establish water monitoring systems that give industry 
players real-time information about the quality of the 
water flowing into their farms. Hatcheries then used that 
information to manipulate the water flowing onto their 
properties—block it when it’s too rich in carbon, open the floodgates when the upwelling is over. 
Many hatcheries have also installed pricey buffering systems that automatically add sodium 
carbonate to the seawater to balance its chemistry. 
 
But manipulating the incoming water can only work for so long. To escape the West Coast 
upwelling events, some hatcheries are moving operations as far south as Hawaii. 

“I was afraid if I didn’t 
do something, then 
our business would 
just slowly die.” 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/88158121@N00/859585232/in/photolist-2iXAK3-cmM7cQ-cmM4AG-9hpJMx-cmM7WU-cmM4ru-ckFwAw-9hpJrg-ckEcwf-2iXAL9-bLpb92-bLpa2H-ckFqRS-cmM6LG-ckE43Y-cmM4uu-cmM8QN-ckFe5o-ckFn3y-9hpKSk-9hpLjD-ckFkZJ-9hpKoP-ckFsG7-cmM4oS-ckFuFA-9hpKJK-ckFqAo-9hsT9U-cmMciE-ckE95Q-9hpLfR-cmM3TW-9hpKyr-9hpKZp-ckFwdY-ckFpSE-ckFdu1-2iXAqu-ckFkLS-9hpJRx-9hpMq8-cmMewG-ckFkFW-ckFaTo-ckFsLJ-ckFq99-ckFecQ-ckFgEb-cmMf6Y
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/2013/04/07/a0c29f48-972f-11e2-b68f-dc5c4b47e519_story.html
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Even though shellfish 
represent some the 
most vulnerable 
populations, they’re 
also the easiest to fix. 

 

 
Flickr / Louisiana Sea Grant College Program Louisiana State University 

The oyster industry was the first to be affected by ocean acidification, and it has adapted quickly 

Taylor Shellfish—one of the first farms to be impacted by the die-offs—expanded its existing 
Hawaii hatchery, growing seed oysters and Manila clams. The shellfish are hatched in tropical 
waters, then shipped northward to mature in places like the Puget Sound. 
 
In 2012, Willapa Bay’s Dave Nisbet followed suit. Unlike Taylor Shellfish, which had always 
relied on its own hatchery for seed oysters, Nisbet’s company had depended on harvesting wild 
oyster seed. He took NOAA’s warnings about ocean acidification to heart and decided to build 
his hatchery in Hawaii, even though it would have been much less expensive to build one in 
Washington. “I just got nervous,” Nisbet told the Seattle Times in 2012. “I was afraid if I didn’t do 
something, then our business would just slowly die.” 

 
Once shellfish pass through the crucial early 
development stages where they grow their shells, 
they’re more impervious to changes in ocean water. 
Adolescent oysters, for instance, can thrive in conditions 
that kill larval clams. West Coast oystermen haven’t yet 
seen acidification-triggered damage to older shellfish. 
 
The oyster industry was the first to be affected by ocean 
acidification, and it has adapted quickly. In many ways, 
even though shellfish represent some the most 

vulnerable populations, they’re also the easiest to fix: The infrastructure to hatch farmed 
shellfish was in place long before ocean acidification became a concern, and individuals can 
survive the trip from Hawaii to Seattle. But other species—like Dungeness crabs, which aren’t 
farmed, and Alaskan salmon, which migrate—don’t have such a simple life cycle. 

 
 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/88158121@N00/5436554195/in/photolist-9hpLa2-cmM837-cmMdP1-9hpL6B-9hsSZ5-9hpL3t-9hsTiq-ckFkR1-ckEcAb-ckEiGE-2iXAx9-ckE5mW-ckEgVE-ckFw9u-vbBZ7N-ckFkVS-w6jQCG-9hpKme-ckEeNJ-cmM4hU-ckEjsN-ckFtYs-ckFtmu-ckFop5-9hpKFD-ckFuio-ckE5hf-2iXAK3-cmM7cQ-cmM4AG-9hpJMx-cmM7WU-cmM4ru-ckFwAw-9hpJrg-ckEcwf-2iXAL9-bLpb92-bLpa2H-ckFqRS-cmM6LG-ckE43Y-cmM4uu-cmM8QN-ckFe5o-ckFn3y-9hpKSk-9hpLjD-ckFkZJ-9hpKoP
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/willapa-bay-oyster-grower-sounds-alarm-starts-hatchery-in-hawaii/
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California’s Dungeness crabs 
 
If larval oysters die-offs were the earliest indicator of the coastal arrival of ocean acidification, 
then Dungeness crabs are the species researchers and fishermen worry may struggle next. 
They represent the most valuable fishery on the West Coast, generating $167 million in ex-
vessel value in California in 2011. Like oysters, Dungeness crabs are a key driver of the fishing 
industry, so lucrative that many fishermen rely on them to guarantee an annual income. 
 

 
Flickr / California Department of Fish and Wildlife 

Like oysters, Dungeness crabs rely on carbonate to build their shells. But carbonate isn’t the primary molecule they 

use 

Paul McElhany, a researcher at NOAA, has been testing potential impacts of lowered pH levels 
on Dungeness crabs. In 2016, his Seattle-based team collected egg-laying female crabs and 
hatched their young in treated water with varying levels of carbon dioxide. 
 
The researchers’ results would concern any fisherman. At an acidified pH level of 7.5, which 
has already been observed during upwelling events in the Puget Sound, only about a third of the 
Dungeness crabs survived into the juvenile stage as compared to those that survived in waters 
with a normal pH. (Remember, the open ocean is at about pH 8.1 now. It’s expected to hit pH 
7.8 by the end of the century.) 
 
McElhany says scientists aren’t quite sure why the acidified conditions led to such a big drop in 
crab survival rates. Like oysters, Dungeness crabs rely on carbonate to build their shells. But 
carbonate isn’t the primary molecule they use. Which means the lower survival rate was 
probably caused by something other than what killed the larval oysters, something scientists 
have not yet identified. 
 

https://www.psmfc.org/crab/2014-2015%20files/DUNGENESS_CRAB_REPORT_2012.pdf
https://www.flickr.com/photos/californiadfg/15432799887/in/photolist-pvK8JF-8TGpnL-QLowro-VV87un-4wPkg-3PsiF-8ZphX-5TzqTN-aqqBi1-4XAyaa-hU3wWi-4wRDk-8YCqUL-5LMu5y-SSsVYw-jRtbS-7mxXB-aVKqji-aicdz-5V2Ddg-S3TjxH-miQzkp-9aZPnR-ahQfBT-4t6E5a-2YjPu-bNsN6v-75XDq7-7iQPzw-9f5hNJ-7BvD5A-8oMG13-8qyUSE-5Ghdi2-gjteY5-gjtfaN-5EDA8G-7U2v5w-nKa3uB-7U2vhm-gjt4yg-wKKH8-dhnf4K-732M2s-7TYgti-VEpwTh-7JBbAT-6a4foQ-6a4fkb-g2z8hP
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Ocean acidification could 
be impacting Dungeness 
crab life cycles already. 
 

And this experiment only manipulated pH levels in a 
controlled environment. The results, though stark, 
don’t even come close to mimicking conditions in the 
wild. “Out in the field you’ve got multiple things going 
on at the same time because you’ve got ocean 
acidification, you also have temperature, climate 
change, and changes in fishery practice,” McElhany 

explains. If two-thirds of Dungeness crabs are dying inside a tank that doesn’t contain predators, 
fluctuating temperatures, or hard-to-find food, the results in the open ocean could be much 
worse. 
 
Out in the field, fisherman John Mellor has been keeping an eye on the impossibly complex 
oceanic patterns that swirl through the crabs’ habitat. And while he doesn’t think he’s witnessed 
ocean acidification impacting crab populations first hand, he’s seen warming waters directly 
affect the crab catch. 
 
To be clear, ocean acidification could be impacting Dungeness crab life cycles already. But 
because they aren’t farmed and because their West Coast habitat has been so abnormal for the 
last few years—we’ll get to that in a second—it’s impossible to separate ocean acidification from 
everything else that’s happening along their migration routes. 

 
Flickr / Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife 

Unlike shellfish, which can start their lives in Hawaiian hatcheries to avoid being damaged by a bit of bad water, 

Dungeness crabs only grow in the wild 

But there have been recent events that have impacted the Dungeness crab fishery, and they 
show how a small environmental change (in this case, so small the crabs didn’t even notice) can 
affect the industry as a whole. It’s these types of indirect impacts—problems that involve 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/odfw/7740855034/in/photolist-cN2UvQ-WVJFt5-5Tv5wX-93u9a6-4yFTm-f1tbdX-Rji6aR-dKTCd1-4jbBPj-ij6HZT-4jbBSQ-pTrGYn-8TbVXQ-dR3wur-8UGKqZ-bsPP84-7hqRGQ-8oLRY1-aUnecp-69Z5mg-69Z5Ci-69Z59Z-aUnbua-69Z5qg-69Z5dx-69Z5hK-jPAxDn-89svVF-69Z5yM-aUn6D6-dtEZgn-jPBuZv-9eFir-aVV1cP-dJw3dY-pvFxHT-9eEZ4-oXwjy6-fc1V6s-78p4KX-pRrtrJ-jPFcyc-m5XDUs-f4uzfC-dvPYh-aCBc5G-hYSNvf-frypQ3-HSqd-jH9ht1
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Crabs are a reminder 
that our knowledge of 
this phenomenon is far 

from complete. 
 

organisms far down the food chain, not the crabs themselves—that researchers like McElhany 
can’t yet predict in a lab. But that doesn’t mean they’re insignificant. 
 
Between 2014 and 2016, a mass of warm water known as “The Blob” was hanging out along the 
West Coast. It hasn’t been proven that the blob was a direct result of climate change, though 
Mellor says many people assume it was. Regardless, scientists expect blob-like conditions to 
become more common as ocean waters continue to warm. 
 
The blob disrupted local environments, causing die-offs of sea lions and fur seals. It also made 
a certain type of algae really, really happy. That algae, Pseudo-nitzschia australis, produces a 
toxin called domoic acid. (It has “acid” in its name, but that’s where its relationship to ocean 
acidification ends.) Humans can’t eat too much domoic acid without getting sick. 
 
The Dungeness crabs aren’t bothered by domoic acid. 
They can eat a lot of the affected algae and it won’t 
impact their survival rates. But when they eat the algae, 
the domoic acid stays in their bodies. And it can cause 
real problems for humans eating cooked crabs—think 
short-term memory loss, comas, and seizures. 
 
Regulators in California don’t let fishermen catch 
Dungeness crabs if the crabs have eaten too much 
algae—no one wants to pass domoic acid poisoning off on some unsuspecting diner. But those 
restrictions are hard on fishermen. A few years back, Mellor’s season was delayed by five 
months as he waited for the crab tests to come back clean. 
 
“You can’t really go drive for Uber,” he says, adding that he had to be ready to start fishing at 
any moment. 
 
To recap: The crabs hadn’t gone anywhere. They were healthy and thriving, and they hadn’t 
moved from their normal stomping grounds. But warmer-than-usual waters meant higher-than-
normal levels of algae, and that algae made the crabs poisonous to humans. This is the kind of 
butterfly effect that will likely impact Dungeness populations long before pH levels drop down to 
7.5, and it’s this type of phenomenon scientists are hoping to predict by running computer 
simulations of entire food webs in acidified conditions. 

https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2017/02/space-map-pacific-blob/
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It’ll take years for the 
gap between lab-
generated conclusions 
and the natural world 
to narrow. 
 

 
Jessica Fu 

This year, crab fishing season in Oregon has already been delayed because of domoic acid 

Shallin Busch, the scientist at NOAA who studies ocean acidification and fisheries, has been 
working to predict the effects of ocean-wide change on specific populations.  “Basically we 
created a model of the West Coast food web in the computer and we put in this scenario of 
ocean acidification from the chemistry change,” she explains. “We looked to see what might 
happen to fish populations that we harvest under acidification. The take-home answer is that the 
Dungeness crab harvest was most impacted by our scenarios,” she says. “What this model work 
was showing was that there’s also likely to be some indirect effect, kind of a food web effect of 
acidification as well.” 
 

Unlike shellfish, which can start their lives in Hawaiian 
hatcheries to avoid being damaged by a bit of bad 
water, Dungeness crabs only grow in the wild. “The 
crabs walk in and out of the canyons, and then they’ll 
walk up onto the shelf, and they feed on the clam beds 
and the worm beds and whatever they can eat, and then 
they typically will mate in February, March, April—and 
then after they’re done mating, they eat a little more and 
then molt,” Mellor says. All the while, they’re migrating 
throughout different parts of the ocean floor. 

 
This year, Mellor’s fishing season started on time. Crab fishermen in Oregon weren’t so lucky—
their season has already been delayed because of domoic acid. 
 
If oysters show the most direct and observable link between ocean acidification and survival 
rates, the crabs are a reminder that our knowledge of this phenomenon is far from complete. It’ll 

https://newfoodeconomy.org/author/jessica/
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take years for the gap between lab-generated conclusions and the natural world to narrow. In 
the meantime, crab populations will continue to live in a changing habitat. 
 
Elsewhere 
 
Though we have the most data about oysters and Dungeness crabs, researchers are also 
focusing on the potential impacts of ocean acidification on other commercially-valuable species. 
McElhany says there’s some preliminary evidence that shows elevated acidity may impact the 
part of a salmon’s brain that helps it avoid predators—another incidence of a subtle change that 
could have catastrophic consequences. Earlier this month, biologists began sounding the alarm 
bells about Alaska’s red king crabs, warning that they could be extinct in the next century. King 
crabs struggle to build their shells in acidified conditions, and researchers hypothesize that they 
simply can’t generate enough energy to maintain a survivable internal pH as external pH levels 
continue to fall. 

 
Unsplash / Charlotte Coneybeer 

 

There’s a little hope, though: In the king crab trials, a few of the juveniles made it out alive in lab 
conditions that simulated Alaskan waters a hundred years from now. Those crabs may be able 
to pass their traits onto their young, creating a new generation of crustaceans that can survive in 
changing waters. 
 
What can we do about the impact of ocean acidification right now? “We don’t have that answer 
for you,” Busch says. “We’re hoping in the future that we will. There’s this massive global effort 
to better understand species sensitivity, better understand ecosystem changes, do better 
monitoring. That’s one thing.” 
 
ENVIRONMENT, FARM, HEALTH, POLICYDUNGENESS CRABSOCEAN 
ACIDIFICATIONOYSTERSSHELLFISHWASHINGTON STATE 

http://www.seafoodnews.com/Story/1081908/Ocean-Acidification-Threatens-Bering-Sea-Crabs-But-Can-they-Adapt
https://unsplash.com/photos/p4-LAfM9yAg
https://newfoodeconomy.org/category/issues/environment/
https://newfoodeconomy.org/category/systems/farm/
https://newfoodeconomy.org/category/issues/health/
https://newfoodeconomy.org/category/issues/policy/
https://newfoodeconomy.org/category/issues/policy/
https://newfoodeconomy.org/tag/ocean-acidification/
https://newfoodeconomy.org/tag/ocean-acidification/
https://newfoodeconomy.org/tag/oysters/
https://newfoodeconomy.org/tag/oysters/
https://newfoodeconomy.org/tag/washington-state/
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